Recovery of cognitive and emotional functioning following withdrawal of topiramate maintenance therapy.
The present investigation reports cognitive improvement following withdrawal of topiramate (TPM) maintenance therapy in two patients with intractable seizures. The first patient received a neuropsychological evaluation after 10 months of adjunctive TPM treatment and was reassessed after complete withdrawal. The second patient received a first evaluation without TPM therapy. A reassessment was conducted after 13 weeks of stable TPM add-on therapy, and a third evaluation was performed after TPM withdrawal. During TPM treatment, the first patient demonstrated dysfunction on both verbal and non-verbal measures, suggesting bilateral impairment. Reassessment yielded cognitive improvement, and was consistent with a lateralized lesion as supported by seizure semiology, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and electroencephalogram (EEG) data. The second patient showed cognitive and emotional declines during TPM therapy. Reassessment, without TPM, demonstrated recovery on a majority of variables. These results illustrate the risk for considerable cognitive side effects after TPM habituation and support good recovery after withdrawal. Attempting to withdraw TPM and conducting a re-evaluation may be especially justified in the presence of a deflated neuropsychological profile that is inconsistent with a patient's estimated level of cognitive functioning. Reducing the influence of medical effects that could mimic bilateral dysfunction is particularly important in presurgical evaluations.